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Performance Header for Polaris Slingshot 

 DDM-20-17 

DDMWorks - 119A Hwy 183      

Piedmont, SC 29673  

Tech Support Call, Text or Email: 

(864) 907-6004, 

Tech@DDMWorks.com 

Tools Needed for Install 

 13mm box wrench 

 15mm box wrench 

 22mm box wrench 

 13mm deep well socket 

 15mm socket 

 3/8” drive extension 

 3/8” drive sockets 

 Torque wrench 

 

If you have any questions during the installation you can call or text  

(864) 907-6004.  Email support is also available - Tech@ddmworks.com. 

The DDMworks Performance header for 

the Polaris slingshot replaces the poorly 

flowing stock cast manifold with an im-

proved flowing tubular design. 

 

 

If you are pretty handy with tools the header can be installed in about an 

hour, however we suggest that you schedule a couple of hours just incase. 
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1. To begin removing the stock exhaust manifold, make sure the engine has been 

sitting for a couple of hours and is cool to the touch. The cast exhaust manifold can 

hold heat for quite awhile. 

2. First to remove is the factory oxygen sensor. It is the sensor that is going into the 

side of the exhaust manifold with the electrical connection/wires. You can spray a 

little penetrating oil to help loosen it up if it is rusted. Use the 22mm box wrench to 

loosen the oxygen sensor and remove it from the stock exhaust manifold. 

 

 

3. With the oxygen sensor removed, remove the 3 bolts that hold the exhaust to the 

stock manifold. They are around the base of the manifold and have 15mm heads 

on the bolts. If they seem rusted, once again use a little bit of penetrating oil to help 

loosen them. Once all 3 bolts are removed, the exhaust may drop down a little bit, 

make sure nothing is in the way before removing all 3 bolts. 

4. Lastly, there are total of 10 nuts that are holding the stock manifold to the cylinder 

head. Use the 13mm socket and wrench to loosen and remove all 10 of the nuts. 

The stock manifold should then slide off of the studs and can be removed from the 

engine bay and can now be used as a boat anchor. 

Removing the Stock Manifold 

Remove Factory Oxygen Sensor and 3 bolts holding exhaust 

Remove 10 nuts holding on stock manifold 
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1. Remove the stock gasket at the cylinder head and install the new gasket supplied 

with the header. 

2. Set the new header into the engine bay with the collector dropped down as low as 

possible like the picture below. You will then lift the header up into place while lining 

it up to the studs on the cylinder head. Some Slingshots will require the engine to 

be lifted slightly to allow the header to be installed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. If you can not get your header into position, remove the header from the engine 

bay. Look down along the engine and you will see the motor mount and a 15mm 

head nut. Remove that nut and place a jack under the oil pan with a towel or 

cardboard between the jack and oil pan to cushion it. Jack up slightly on the 

engine, raising the engine about 1”, then install the header again.  

3. Once the header is onto the studs, you can lower the engine back down and tighten 

up the engine mount nut again. 

 

Installing the new DDMWorks header 

Drop the collector down into the engine bay, then roll the header up 

into position 
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1. With the header on the studs, you will want to start tightening the nuts. Start with 

the 2 nuts that go to the #2 and #3 runners of the header. You will need to pull the 

header back on the studs a little bit, then get those 2 nuts started by hand. Tighten 

them down until they are snug, which will pull the header up onto the engine. 

2. Once those 2 nuts are started, get the other 8 nuts started also. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. With all 10 nuts started, torque the nuts to 11 ft/lbs of torque in 2 passes using the 

picture below to show the order you torque them in - 

 

Installing the new DDMWorks header—continued 

Start by tightening the #2 and #3 runner nuts first. 
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4. With all 10 nuts torque, install the exhaust onto the new header using the 3 bolts 

that you removed earlier. Make sure to use the new gasket provided with the 

header. You will use a 15mm wrench and socket to tighten those bolts.  

5. The oxygen sensor gets installed last, put some anti-seize on the threads then 

screw it into the threaded hole in the header by hand, tighten the oxygen sensor to 

31 ft/lbs of torque 

6. There is an extra oxygen sensor port on the back side of the header, if you are not 

using that for an extra gauge, make sure that the plug is tight. 

7. Before starting the engine to check for leaks, it is a good idea to wipe the header 

down with some rubbing alcohol to remove any oils from your fingers. This will help 

the header to look clean and shiny for a longer period of time. 

8. Start the engine and feel around the flange at the cylinder head and going to the 

exhaust for any leaks. If you find any, shut off the engine and re-torque the bolts/

nuts and then check again. 

9. After a couple of heat cycles, it is a good idea to go back and check the torque of 

the nuts and bolts again, as sometimes they will loosen slightly. 

 

 

 

Installing the new DDMWorks header—continued 

This product is 

Buddy the 

Turbo Dog  

Approved! 

Congratulations!  
You have finished the install. All of us here at DDMWorks thank you for your 

purchase and hope you enjoy your new header. If you are enjoying it, we 

appreciate you letting others know on Facebook, Slingshotinfo.com forum 

or other Social Media. If you have any questions or concerns about 

anything, please let us know by contacting us -  

Call or text us at—864-438-4949 or 1-833-DDMWorks 

Techline/After hours -864-907-6004.  

You can also email us at Tech@ddmworks.com. 

119-A Hwy 183 

Piedmont, SC 29673 

 


